The Power of Reading Book Lists

Year 1/2

Simon Bartram: Man on the Moon
The humorous story of a typical day’s work for Bob who is an expert
on everything to do with the moon and works as a tour guide. He is
absolutely positive that there are no aliens. But who has been stealing
cake from his picnic?

Tanya Robyn Batt: The Princess and the White Bear
King
Join a beautiful princess and a magical white bear on their
incredible journey. An unforgettable tale which comprises three
Northern European folk tales.

June Crebbin: Puffin Book of Fantastic Poems
This is a collection of poems, for very young children, which bridge
the gap between nursery rhymes and poetry. Split into 7 themed
sections including mealtimes, playtime, animals and family.

Alexis Deacon: Beegu
Beegu is lost. She isn’t supposed to be on earth and although she is a
friendly little creature the Earth people aren’t very welcoming at all - at
least not the big ones.

Julia Donaldson: The Snail and the Whale
The story of a tiny snail who’s longing to see the world leads him to
hitch a ride on the back of a whale. Follow their amazing journey past
icebergs and volcanoes. But when the whale is beached it’s the tiny
snail that comes to the rescue.

Mary Hoffman: Grace and Family
Join Grace as she travels to the Gambia to visit her Papa and
discovers that there is more to her family than her Ma, Nana and cat
Paw-Paw.

Dick King – Smith: George Speaks
George is only 4 weeks old and he can talk. Not only that but he
sounds like a grown up. Can his sister Laura keep the secret from
the rest of the family?

Hugh Lupton: The Story Tree
A collection of folktales from around the world with a mixture of
familiar stories such as The Three Billy Goats Gruff and less well
known such as The Blue Coat.

Michael Morpurgo: Tom’s Sausage Lion
Only Clare believes that Tom has seen a lion in the orchard with a string
of sausages in its mouth but then Clare knows something about Tom’s
story that no-one else knows.

Mini Grey: Traction Man is Here
Traction Man patrols the house having all sorts of super hero
adventures including saving toys and damsels in distress. He has an
outfit for every occasion but can he overcome the humiliation of
having to wear the green knitted all-in-one romper suite and matching
bonnet that his owners Granny gave him?

David Conway: Lila and the Secret of Rain
Lila lives in a village in Kenya. There has been no rain for months and
the sun has made it too hot to do anything. If it doesn’t rain soon the well
will dry up and the crops will fail. Lila’s grandfather tells her the secret of
rain and Lila must save the village by telling the sky the saddest thing
she knows.

Ruth Brown: A Dark, Dark, Tale
Once upon a time there was dark, dark moor. On the
moor there was a dark, dark wood. In the wood there
was a dark, dark house". Young listeners will be kept
on the edge of their seats as the journey continues
up dark stairways through hidden passages, around
sharp corners and behind windblown curtains

Rod Campbell: Dear Zoo
Lift the flaps – has the zoo sent the perfect present?

Cressida Crowell :That rabbit Belongs to Emily
Brown
When Queen Gloriana steals her rabbit, Emily Brown is
fed up! She sets out to get him back and show that
Queen how to have her own toy to love

Lynne Cherry : The Great Kapok Tree
A lovely, simple book with fantastic pictures in. I used it
for teaching year 5 children about rainforests. A simple
story but story line links well to deforestation and the
illustrations link to the different types of rainforest
animals.

